May 14, 2010
MOST URGENT VIA FACSIMILE ONLY
Honorable Barack Obama
President of the United States of America
Whitehouse
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. President:
I write to you this morning because people within your current administration continue to frustrate dissemination of the
World Global Settlements; I am advised today that Mr. Leon Panetta participated in this act on May 14, 2010. I represent
some 50,000 shareholders who are to be paid a settlement which consists mainly of monies collected from banks,
brokerages, hedge fund corps, market makers, the Depository Trust Corporation/Federal Reserve, and various billionaire
“naked-shorter” individuals, as well as some monies due from the SEC for damages. These various monies collected have
been held far longer than they should have been, and were swept into the World Global Settlements, thereby delaying
payment even further. Taxes were paid into the U.S. Treasury due on these “Settlements” on December 30th and 31st;
distribution of these settlement funds could not legally be withheld past midnight of February 14th, 2010.
The continued holding of these settlement funds results in the violation of more laws such as “banking fraud,” “trust fund
violations,” and, in times of war, “International Financial Terrorism.” These charges are not at the discretion of the
government to overlook in the name of withholding monies that are not its property, nor its right to hold – especially given
that now the Treasury is in “DEFAULT” and owned in large part by the Chinese government.
I am aware you have issued an “Executive Order” giving the diplomatic parties of Interpol, the Chinese, the Swiss, and the
U.K. (MI6), the means to enforce, with all due power, dissemination of the “Settlements.” They clearly are relying on your
power to assist this effort and to stop cabinet members of your staff and CIA factions from blocking the Global World
Settlements. They are relying on you to exhibit your inherent Presidential character such as integrity and respect for the law,
and to recognize the gravity of delaying such an important event intended to rescue not only the immediate US banking
community, but to support a recalibration and refitting of various currencies and economies on a world scale necessary to
abate the global collapse of economies everywhere.
We are all well aware of the “derivatives,” the Ponzi schemes of the Federal Reserve creating debt out of thin air, the real
estate debacle of SIV’s and CDO’s, the “Naked Shorting” in the stock market, and the market’s overall vast manipulation
for the profit of the few. The global economy needs these “Settlements” to initiate recovery, and to switch to the new assetbacked US Treasury dollars.
Mr. President, the people elected you for reasons of your promises, your apparent integrity, your conviction to help the
American people uphold justice, and to return this Nation to its pre-eminent world status. Please use your good offices to
ensure these “Settlements” are disseminated without further delay.
Sincerely,
HODGES AND ASSOCIATES

A. CLIFTON HODGES
ACH/gm
Cc: Lindell H. Bonney, Sr.
Clients

